
Dealing with Sin in the Church 
Disappointments & Challenges 

 
Church Discipline (1 Corinthians 5) 

1. Why does it matter? 
a. Glory of God 
b. Purity of the church 
c. Repentance of the sinner 

2. How it works (at least in the PCA)? 
a. Church power is “only ministerial and declarative” 
b. Reports to the session (or the presbytery in the case of ministers) 
c. Investigation and possible trial 
d. Censures available: 

1) Admonition 
2) Suspension from the sacraments 
3) Excommunication 
4) For church officers: suspension from office or deposition from office 

3. Resourcing from the church 
a. Prayer 
b. Practical care (e.g., meals, child care) 
c. Deacons fund 

4. When to include governmental authorities? 
a. Church officers/staff reporting requirements by law: 

1) Abuse or sexual assault on premises or during a church event 
2) Evidence of abuse or sexual assault of a minor or physically limited persons 
3) Immediate intention to harm 

b. Church support for reporting 
1) Committed to supporting reporting of felonies 
2) Particular concern about domestic abuse and sexual assault 
3) Specific plans may need to be made for safety prior to reporting 

 
 
How Things Break Down… 

1. Fatigue 
2. Two-way sinning 
3. Refusals 

a. Refusal to repent 
b. Refusal to forgive 

4. Disagreement 
a. On the facts of the situation 
b. On whether sin was involved or not 

5. Partial movements 
a. Partial repentance 
b. Forgiveness in process 
c. Reconciliation in process 

 
 

6. Impossible (?) reconciliations 
a. Distant relationships 
b. Death 
c. Trauma 

7. Limitations 
a. In law 
b. In church government 
c. In knowledge 

8. Disappointment 
a. In ourselves 
b. In the other person 
c. In support system (civil authorities, 

church government, friendships, 
spouse…) 

 



Self-Awareness 
1. Sensitivity to offense 

a. Recognizing it in yourself 
b. Recognizing it in others 

2. Most important issues to you 
a. Building on your history 
b. Rooted in self-image 

3. Personality styles 
a. How do I process situations?  
b. How do I tend to relate to others? 
c. How do I engage situations most effectively? How do I engage situations least effectively? 

4. Long-term patterns (esp in marriages and families) 
a. Shared matrix of meaning 
b. Communication patterns 
c. Managing conflict 

 
Lament 

1. Failed expectations 
2. Holding two thoughts at one time (Lamentations 3:16-33) 

a. Sadness of the situation 
b. Goodness of God 

3. God utilizes struggles 
a. To change our character to become like Jesus (cf. James 1:2-4; 1 Peter 1:3-9) 
b. To build the church (cf. 2 Corinthians 4:7-12) 
c. …And yet there is a mystery about why some experience so much more difficulty than others 

4. Living in the overlap of the ages… 
 
Lament is ultimately hopeful. Seems paradoxical, doesn’t it? The person sitting before you is weeping and wailing 

about his pain, and it is supposed to produce hope? There is, of course, a fine line between complaining and 
lamenting, but too often we throw out the baby with the bath water. … Lament is, at its core, a search for God. 
It is not a search for answers. It is not an invitation to fix an ailment. Rather, lament enters the agony with the 
recognition that it might not go away for days, months, even years. And yet, the lament carries with it the hope 
that God will eventually show up. 

❖ Chuck DeGroat, “From Kleenex Theology to Messy Spirituality” 

 
Finding Peace in Christ 

1. The peace Jesus gives (John 14:18-27) 
a. Sending the Spirit 
b. Belonging as God’s children 
c. The peace of the world v the peace of Christ 

2. The beatific vision & practical disappointment (Revelation 21:1-8) 
a. Those who remain in sin 
b. The beauty God creates in his people 
c. Enjoying God’s presence 
d. The past – not forgotten, but not controlling 

 
If our future happiness means being where Christ is and seeing his glory, there is no better preparation for it than to fill 

our thoughts with that glory now. 

❖ John Owen (1616-1683), The Glory of Christ 

  



Practical Steps in Dealing with Sin 
 

 
Repentance 

1. Honest admission 
2. No excuses 
3. Listen to the offended party 
4. Bear “fruit” of repentance 

 

 
Forgiveness 

1. Acknowledge the sin 
2. Distinguish between granting (a decision) and 

feeling (an emotional process) 
a. Determine not to take punishment into 

your own hands 
b. Determine to never exact the price, but 

to pay the price ourselves 
c. Consider making inventories of (1) ways 

to avoid exacting the price and (2) ways 
to pay the price 

3. Pursue a tender heart 
4. Remain open to reconciliation 

 

 
Reconciliation 

1. Restore damages 
2. Change behavior to prevent and protect 
3. Consider third-party accountability 

 

 
Confrontation 

1. Examine and prepare yourself – prayerfully! 
2. In private sins: 

1) Private individual confrontation 
2) Bring a witness to the confrontation 
3) Bring the matter to the church elders 

***Exceptions of vulnerability should be 
treated as public sins.*** 

3. In public sins, engage the proper third-party 
authority(ies): 
1) Police 
2) Church elders 

 

 
 

Note: Therapeutic resources may also be helpful or even necessary, especially in cases of abuse, sexual assault, or violent crime. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Further reading: 

1) Sinclair Ferguson, The Grace of Repentance (Crossway, 2011) 
2) Ken Sande, The Peacemaker: A Biblical Guide to Resolving Personal Conflict (3rd ed.; Baker, 2004) 
3) Everett L. Worthington, Forgiving and Reconciling: Bridges to Wholeness and Hope (IVP, 2003) 


